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Abstract
With the recent success of cryptocurrency, Blockchain’s design opens the door of building trustworthy distributed
systems. A common paradigm is to repurpose the Blockchain as an append-only log that logs the application events
in time order for subsequent auditing and query verification. While this paradigm reaps the security benefit, it faces
technical challenges especially when being used for data-intensive applications.
Instead of treating Blockchain as a time-ordered log, we propose to lay the log-structured merge tree (LSM
tree) over the Blockchain for efficient and lightweight logging. Comparing other data structures, the LSM tree
is advantageous in supporting efficient writes while enabling random-access reads. In our system design, only a
small digest of an LSM tree is persisted in the Blockchain and minimal store operations are carried out by smart
contracts. With the implementation in Ethereum/Solidity, we evaluate the proposed logging scheme and demonstrate
its performance efficiency and effectiveness in cost saving.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent years witnessed the advent and wide adoption of the first cryptocurrency, BitCoin [1], followed by many
others including Ethereum [2], Litecoin [3], Namecoin [4], etc. The initial success of cryptocurrency demonstrates
the trustworthiness of Blockchain, the underlying platform of cryptocurrency. The Blockchain supports the storage
and processing of cryptocurrency transactions. In abstraction, it is a trust-decentralized network storing transparent
state designed with incentives to enable open membership at scale. A line of the latest research and engineering
aims at applying the trustworthy design of Blockchain for applications beyond cryptocurrency.
A common paradigm of repurposing Blockchain is to treat the Blockchain as a public append-only log [5],
where application-level events are logged into the Blockchain in the order of time, and the log is used later for
verification and auditing. While this public-log paradigm reaps the security benefit of Blockchain, it is limited to
the applications handling small data (due to high Blockchain storage cost) and tolerating long verification delay
(linear scanning the entire chain for verification).
In this work, we tackle the research of repurposing Blockchains for hardening the security of data-intensive
applications hosted in a third-party platform (e.g., cloud). A motivating scenario is to secure the cloud-based
Internet-of-things (IoT) data storage where the IoT data producers continuously generate an intensive stream of
data writes to the third-party cloud storage which serves data consumers through queries. Including Blockchain
could enhance the trustworthiness of the third-party cloud storage.
A baseline approach is to log the sequence of data writes in the time order into the Blockchain, in a similar
way to log-structured file systems [6]. This approach causes a high read latency (linear to the data size). Another
baseline is to digest the latest data snapshot, e.g., using Merkle tree, and place the digest inside the Blockchain. In the
presence of dynamic data, the digest scheme usually follows classic B-tree alike data structures [7], [8] that perform
“in-place” updates. These schemes incur high write amplification as writing a record involves a read-modify-write
sequence on the tree and has O(logN ) complexity per write. On Blockchain, this high write amplification causes
high cost, as writing a data unit in Blockchain is costly (which involves duplicated writes on miners and expensive
proof-of-work alike computation). The problem compounds especially in the write-intensive applications as IoT
streams.
To log write-intensive applications using write-expensive Blockchain, we propose to place the log-structured
merge tree (LSM tree) [9] over the Blockchain for efficient and lightweight logging. An LSM tree is a writeoptimized data structure which supports random-access reads; comparing the above two baselines (append-only log
as in log-structured file system and update-in-place structures in database indices), an LSM tree strikes a better
balance between read and write performance and is adopted in many modern storage systems, including Google
BigTable [10]/LevelDB [11], Apache HBase [12], Apache Cassandra [13], Facebook RocksDB [14], etc.

